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Main Market Moving News

Bonds Equities FX
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F "Fundamental", the market reaction seems broadly in accordance with a fundamental approach of valuation. 

F / T The market reacts in the expected direction, but with a surprising intensity.  

T "Technical", the market reaction seems to be disrupted to a large extent by technical adjustments of positions. 

* Significant surprise means that a piece of news may alter significantly the valuation analysis:

0 No significant surprise.

1 Surprise, but with little implication for the fundamental value of the asset under consideration. 

2 Significant surprise which may justify a visible move in some asset prices. 

3 Highly significant surprise.

Day Changes : Fundamental or Technical ?

US 10Y EU 10Y S&P 500 STOXX 50 €/$
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x
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Fundamental

Technical

US Apr Manufacturing Output at -0.5% MoM sv +0.1% expected. 

Euro Q1 GDP at +0.4% QoQ as expected. 

US May NY Fed Business Survey at 17.8 vs 8.5 expected. 

Company news

Momentum

Expected returns

Risk premia

No significant movements

Technical

Capitulation

0

0

China Apr Industrial Ouput at +5.4% YoY vs +6.5% expected. 

Others

Germany Q1 GDP at +0.4% QoQ as expected. 

Macroeconomics
Market impact

Fundamentalists

Fundamental

Fundamentalists

Momentum

Fundamentalists

Changes in market prices can be explained, partly or wholly, by the news flow. Incoming information may alter investors’ view on future pay-

off (expected returns) or their required risk premia (risk premia). 

Without information, markets may move thanks to “technical factors”. This happens when investors change their positioning for reasons not 

directly related to the information they have just received. Changes of positioning may be explaining by capitulation (or stop-losses 

activation, i.e. ending a position that has produced losses), profit-taking (ending a position that has produced the expected profits) or position 

building (building a new position or increasing an existing position). These various changes of position may come from “Fundamentalists”, i.e. 

investors who base mainly their decisions on a fundamental analysis of valuations or “Momentum” investors who try to assess the current 

underlying dynamic. 

        “Fundamental” or “technical” factors are not mutually exclusive. For example, following some positive news, a market may rise less than expected. 

In such a situation, both fundamental and technical factors (for example profit taking) play a role.

1

Profit taking

Position building

1

1

1

US Apr Retail Sales at -0.2% MoM vs +0.2% expected. 

Significant 

surprise *

        We first summarize the main news of the day and their impact on various markets. Then, we assess whether the day's movements are fully explained by 

the news flow or are also related to so-called technical factors (i.e. the day-to-day management of tactical positions).

PART I : DAILY MOVES EXPLAINED

Momentum

Reports that Donald Trump would delay a decision on imposing tariffs on imported cars and parts by up to six months…

… but his is expected to sign order paving way for U.S. telecoms ban on Huawei. 

Italy’s Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini criticized European Union rules on fiscal policies. 



10-Year Interest Rates Analysis

Δ re Δ RP Δ re Δ RP Δ re Δ RP Δ re Δ RP

-0,03% -0,03% 0,00% -0,04% -0,03% -0,02% -0,03% 0,00% -0,02% -0,01% 0,00% -0,01%

Δ re

Δ RP Changes in ten-year yields explained by the changes in the risk premium required by investors who buy long-term bonds.

Model

Equity Markets Analysis

Δ re Δ π Δ RP Δ re Δ π Δ RP

0,30% 0,29% 0,01% 0,00% 0,74% 0,02% 0,32% 0,40%

Δ re

Δ π Changes in the market index resulting from revised opinions on future companies’ profits.

Δ RP Changes in the market index explained by the changes in the risk premium required by investors who buy equities.

Foreign Exchange Market Analysis

Δ €/$ Δ re Δ *

-0,06% 0,25% -0,31%

Δ re

Δ *

PART II : RISK PREMIA ANALYSIS

        Prices in financial markets are determined by investors' arbitrages and as a result, market prices reflect the expected pay-offs of various assets, current 

and future short-term interst rates (i.e. the discount factors), and, last but not least, the risk premia required by investors. Pay-offs' profile are specific to each 

asset class and as a result, fundamental valuation models based on arbitrage need to be specifically taylored to fit each asset class (with as a result the 

"discounted cash flow model" for equities, the "expectations hypothesis model" for risk-free bonds and the lesser known "overshooting model" for exchange 

rates).

        In the following tables, Risk Premium Invest intends on a daily baisis to separate the role played by each of these key factors (monetary policy, pay-offs, 

risk premia), taking into account the asset classes' specificities. For more information about the methodology we use, see www.riskpremium.com/?p=1500

Changes in the market index resulting from revised views on future monetary policies (i.e. changes in the expected paths of future short-term 

interest rates).

Changes in the dollar/euro rate explained by markets’ revised views on both the US and the Eurozone  monetary policies (for an euro based 

investor, the pay-off of an investment in dollars depends crucially on the future US monetary, while the Eurozone monetary policy plays a key 

role as a determinant of the  “discount factor”).

US 10 Year EU 10 Year

Factors

Changes in the dollar/euro rate explained by the two other factors. With unchanged views on monetary policies, exchange rates may move 

because investors change their estimate about the long-term equilibrium exchange rate, or because risk premia change. Most of the 

movements are related to the latter rather than the former. Yet, in this daily analysis, we do not try to disentangle precisely the two factors, 

as there are little available information to do so. 

Δ Bund Δ Swap

Δ S&P
Factors

Δ STOXX

Foreign Exchange Market

Δ 

Treasury

ModelFactors

Changes in ten-year yields resulting from revised views on future monetary policies (i.e. changes in the expected paths of future short-term 

interest rates).

        The « overshooting model » is the valuation benchmark which should be used in order to analyse what is going on in the FX market. The 

“overshooting model” is to exchange rates what the “discounted cash flow model” and the “expectation hypothesis model” are respectively for the 

equity and bond markets. The “overshooting model” is a key arbitrage-based model, where exchange rates movements are related to changes in 

expected in monetary policies, risk premia and, last but not least, the long term equilibrium exchange rate. 

Δ Swap
ModelFactors

EURO STOXX 50S&P 500

Risk Premium Invest has estimated a yield curve model which helps to interpret movements in the interest rate swap yield curve, and help to 

separate the contribution of various shocks. RisK Premium Invest uses this model as well as other information, especially the news flow 

(macroeconomic information, policy announcements, etc.), to interpret changes in ten-year rates for US-treasuries and Bunds.  
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Main market indicators, fixing at 17:30 (GMT+1)

* Fixing at US market closed

-0,05%

S&P 500 TR  * 5711,49 0,60%
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Level

10-Year Japan Government Bond

10-Year US Treasury Implied Volatility

Change (%)

10-Year US Treasury

10-Year Bund

4,03%

-0,1%

Foreign Exchange indicators Level Change (%)

S&P 500 Volatility (VIX)

-0,06%

Level Change (%)

EURO STOXX 50 Volatility (V2X)

Euro / Dollar 1,120 -0,06%

EURO STOXX 50

16,90 -6,42%

EU Inflation Breakeven

131,56

iShares iBoxx High Yield Corporate 85,51 -0,07%

iShares iBoxx Investment Grade

0,89 -

iShares Euro Corporate Bond

119,24 0,32%

0,10%

US Inflation Breakeven 1,81 -

Change (bps)

-0,03

-0,04

-0,03

-0,01

Dollar / Yen 109,560

3382,50 0,74%

16,72 -4,76%

Other market indicators

Yield
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